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The Complete Works
• Lauren R. Stevens
In a mild-November meeting of his
writing class, Sam Dallaway inaugu-
rated a discussion of immediacy. As
the sun highlighted bro^vn and white
streaks of pigeon droppings on the
windows, he invited his class to haz-
ard an explanation of the effect
Joyce, for example, gave of catching
every motion and emotion just right.
A bright young girl in the second
row answered, out of her knitting,
that she was sure Mr. Joyce wrote
about things he had actually expe-
rienced. (She was quick but a bad
writer.
)
"I think so," said Sam, pacing be-
fore the class, an elbow in one hand
and the other on his chin. "I think
there's no doubt of it." He found
himself, occasionally, talking to the
rhythm of the needles, which clicked
across rows of endless sweaters. Sam
wondered whom the sweaters were
for, who put them on, who took them
off. He looked beyond the girl in the
second row with her eager eyes. Ma-
ria wasn't there. He hadn't seen her
in class for weeks. Her absence galled
him. Among these children, he missed
her womanliness. Had she lost inter-
est in the course; had he been doing
that bad a job? He played to her,
when she was there, each of them
setting up comments for the other.
Maria wrote well, about the details
of everyday life. Maria moved well
and spoke w^ell, with a professional
flipness.
Without her, the only interesting
student in the class was Jeffrey Tram-
way, who had turned in a poem Sam
considered promising, early in the
semester. A yawn now took form in
Jeffrey's stomach, which cracked his
jaws on the way out. Jeffrey con-
tributed nothing to the discussion: a
blue-eyed, blond-haired adolescent
son of the sod, in recline. His slouch
carried itself from floor to chairback
in an eighteenth century F. He wore
tight levis and a dirty T-shirt—a re-
pulsive, pimply creature. Jeffrey's
boots, stacked before Sam, were the
medium high, black variety, whose
soles were insolent. As Sam remem-
bered, that first poem had seemed
to be hiding something personal. He
decided he had to reach that boy. He
had to plunge his hands into that er-
rant mind, like a whaler after am-
bergris.
At the end of the hour, Jeffrey gave
Sam another piece of lined paper,
torn from a notebook. The poem
could have been written in class.
While Sam read, peripatetically, Jeff-
rey slopped along after him to his
office. The boy was taller than Sam,
skinny and gangling. Sam distrusted
students who were taller than he. As
he read, he stressed the last syllable
of each line, keeping the rh]i-thm
strongly in mind.
DESIGN
The old gray house stood foursquare
Lining the sky with clapboard:
Sparrows wailed the empty rail
And the ancient dog roared.
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Time to stack the kindling wood,
Time to store the winter food
Empty hands turn empty days
Into lonely fields of hay.
Sam squeaked into his gray-metal
swivel chair, aware that his student
was watching his face. Sam tried to
look noncommital, so that the words
would tell.
"It's—tantalizing," he said, swivel-
ing.
He paused, dipping a gnarled cher-
ry pipe into his pouch. He lighted
the pipe and took four puffs, to set
the thing going. Jeffrey watched.
"It's not so much communicating
an idea as clothing a secret."
Pleased with his analysis, he wait-
ed for the boy to indicate some kind
of agreement. The tougher the stu-
dent, the better was Sam. Jeffrey
didn't answer, staring at the floor.
Sam waited, impatiently.
"Do you say wood-fud or wooed-
food?"
Jeffrey blushed, half glancing up.
"I don't know," he mumbled.
"I'm glad you care about meter,
Jeffrey, but your rhymes
—
" He
paused, with further pipe puffs. No
response. "Aside from the technical
aspects, what's going on in the
poem?"
"It's just what I saw."
"Exactly. You've given us an emo-
tion, without giving us any reasons
for the emotion. We can't feel it the
way we could if we understood. By
the way, dogs don't roar—they bark
or something. You ought to find
some other word than roared."
Jeffrey drew a line through roared
on his manuscript. "No one's ever
read my poetry before," he said,
through thick lips.
Sam would not be put off. "You've
got to reach into yourself. It seems
to me this poem should explore the
reasons why you react to the house
the way you do."
The boy flushed again. "I lived
there."
"Well. But what happened in that
house? Let me give you a lesson from
Chekhov, who said that if there is
a gun in the first act of the play,
it must be fired before the play is
over. You see, things have to work
together. To alter the analogy, if
there is an emotion in the poem, it
must be prepared for—dramatical-
Sam was sitting back, altering his
analogy, letting the mild smoke from
his pipe seep through his lips. Refer-
ences to Chekhov always had a sooth-
ing effect on him. Nostalgic: like
pipe smoke.
Then he noticed signs of life in
the boy. The puckered, pink lips were
moving. A white tongue lifted and
fell behind yellowed teeth. Jeffrey
straightened, rising out of the sofa.
"My stepfather died in that house.
Last summer."
"I see," said Sam, thoughtfully.
He had unclothed the secret, but
knowing Jeffrey, as it turned out,
was very much like accepting respon-
sibility for him. The boy, who soon
left, was in academic difficulties. As
the administration of Piedmont pe-
riodically doubted the need for Sam's
specialty, he had tried to create a
mystique of creative writing, based
on the proposition that his role gave
him peculiar insight into the young
men and women of the college. The
position of unofficial analyst seemed
somehow more secure. So now Sam,
although Jeffrey hadn't exactly asked
for help, found himself on the tele-
phone to various teachers.
"Family problems," he said. "Be-
sides, the boy is really talented."
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"Oh, come on. lie's just a farm
boy," literature teachers said.
Sam sensed animosity. "I say he's
a writer," he said.
He found himself committed to the
boy's talent beyond the extent of his
original judgment. He had to argue
with recalcitrant instructors for a
principle, for the mystique. In argu-
ments, he strengthened his own opin-
ions ; made an increment greater than
his opinions; found opinions raised
to the former claims in the next argu-
ment, and the claims escalated higher
still. If a paper were late or a test
a fiasco, was that as important as
Piedmont's having an undergraduate
like Jeffrey Tramway? A bashful
kid, yes. And his stepfather had re-
cently died. Hold off. Be lenient. The
kid has talent.
"If he's so talented, why doesn't
he go live in a garret?" a mathema-
tics teacher said.
Meanwhile, feeling that perhaps
the poetry was not quite ready to
support the claims Sam had made,
and aware that his colleagues would
want to see examples of the boy's
work, he encouraged Jeffrey to try
some fiction. With professional in-
direction, he aimed for a current ro-
mance or a childhood shame.
"Poetry
—
" said Sam, cupping his
forefinger around his chin. Well,
you see, it can be a bit dilettantish.
People can think of it as dilettantish.
I mean, you can sit down and rise
up half an hour later with a poem
—which, to be sure, will need some
polishing. But a twenty-page short
story—Well, there you have to be
committed. You see what I mean. In
time and in other ways."
"I don't know if I'm a writer, Mr.
Dallaway. My stepfather ran the store,
I tended the gas pump." Jeffrey spoke
slowly, with due deliberation. His
teeth were wide spread. The under-
arms of his T-shirt were stained pea-
yellow.
Sam pivoted in his chair uncom-
fortably. Occasionally he wondered
how much he should try to uncover,
for fear he would find nothing.
"What happened to the store?"
"The bank took everything back."
"Why don't you try some fiction,
Jeffrey?"
"I dunno. What'd I write about?"
"Growing up," said Sam. He
leaned forward in his chair, which
leaned with him. "Jeffrey, write me
a story. Tell me how it is or how it
was. Put all you know about life on
a piece of paper, through what your
characters do and say. Reveal the
greatest truths you know—
"
Sam paused to ponder, for he him-
self had come of age in a family
which was breaking up. He had con-
tributed stories to his undergraduate
literary magazine which were, for
the most part, all he knew about life.
And they were successful. Two of
his completely honest expressions
were published in national magazines,
one in each of his first two years of
graduate school. Being sensible as
well as sensitive, he had persevered
to his Ph.D. in spite of his heady suc-
cess. He felt strongly now the "\vis-
dom of that move. For five years he
had had a job. He had had a regular
income. Sara looked up to discover
that Jeffrey had left.
He had learned one or two things
before he left graduate school. One
was to hold on to whatever he could
get. The other was to stay out of en-
tangling responsibilities, like a fam-
ily. He had gotten, immediately, a
job at Piedmont and was now being
considered for tenure. The college
felt, he knew, that he was better suited
to its conservatism than an active
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writer, who might act unsensibly. For,
after the rigors of comprehensives
and thesis, Sam had discovered that
he could not write another story.
Sometimes it seemed as though noth-
ing significant were happening to
him anymore. It seemed as though,
removed from his family, perhaps he
no longer suffered the materials
of fiction. Yet he was sensitive and
knew subtle pain—as much as was
consonant with his position and dig-
nity. Sometimes he wondered what,
without the writing, the position and
dignity were worth.
Sam heard the next customer for
his office hours coming, in company,
down the hall. His stomach muscles
tightened the way they used to, be-
fore a date, when he was sixteen.
Breaking off a brightly laughing con-
versation, Maria came in, her mouth
still vivid from the exercise.
"Mr. Dallaway," she said, as
though just passing, "I'm sorry I
haven't made it to class for a while."
"Or handed anything in," said
Sam, gently reproving.
"Or written anything! Well." She
seated herself on the sofa Sam used
for horizontal meditation.
He relaxed, for he had feared she
would not stay. "I wouldn't mind,
except that I've been expecting so
much of you."
"Why, Mr. Dallaway!" she said,
with the slightly southern a's she
played up for effect.
And he, in spite of his better judg-
ment, felt the color spreading on his
cheeks. She laughed, crossing her
legs under a brief skirt, which she
smoothed down. Still, bare flesh scis-
sored in sight. She seemed somehow
full; and he, hot and sticky in his
chair. She had bitten her fingernails
to the quick. She was dark haired.
Her eyes darted quicky from one
object to another: his face, his vest,
the windows behind,
"Well, I've come for help, actual-
ly," she said, turning her eyes to
him sideways. She held her hands
before her for examination. Then,
dissatisfied, she smoothed her skirt
once more. She was wearing a fitted
sweater, and all activities seemed to
require a twisting of her torso.
"I'd be happy to help you, Maria."
"You're the only one I can go to
for advice."
Sam was beginning to get an idea.
"I'm really not old enough to give
you fatherly advice," he said.
"Not quite," she said, flatly.
Sam, miffed, bit his lip. She was
teasing him and she knew it was ef-
fective. She had the same high cheek-
bones, dominating her mouth, as
Jeffrey.
"Do you mind if I close the door?"
she said, and did so,
"No," said Sam, who often thought
of her in just these circumstances.
His stomach was churning. But he
wondered what anyone passing would
think of her voice, inside. She was
chewing on her left index nail. Her
dark eyes darted. Sam thought of the
closed door, the heat of the room,
the comfortable sofa, and Maria.
"Well, I—" She laughed clear and
light. "I'm in a little trouble, Mr.
Dallaway."
She'd flunked something, Sam
thought. She was a bright girl,
though, and no doubt could make her
way around all the male professors.
He did not answer. He was sure hers
could not be a serious problem, and
he hoped it wouldn't get in the way.
"It's not so much what I've done
that bothers me. I wonder what I
should do now?"
People who wondered that usually
knew. "What should you do?" He
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flattered himself that he had some
ideas. Sam was as ready as he had
ever been.
"You don't mind if I smoke?" But
she let the match burn down before
she set it to the cigarette. She had
to shake it out and strike another.
He closed his fingers about her hand,
to steady it; and left them on her
warm, moist hand. His other hand
began a slow, lateral movement, cal-
culated to bridge the space between
the chair arm and her knee.
"You've always struck me as self-
contained," she said, smoke seeping
between her lips. "As though you
didn't let things bother you. And I
admire that. I don't think it's any
way to live, but I admire it."
Sam walked his chair back a few
steps, touched by grief and sinking
disappointment.
"I'm pregnant, I think," she said.
Seeing her, hearing her, talking to
her, he had thought her out of the
reach of exigencies. He had admired
her, for her freedom. He thought,
angrily, that she ought to be able to
get away with anything; and, wist-
fully, that someone, with her, might
also
—
She talked and he listened, half
believing. "I've got to marry him,
don't I?"
"I'm sure you two will be very
happy, Maria." What kind of a girl
was this? His face felt flushed.
"I'll miss Piedmont, the stupid old
place."
He wanted to ask her just what she
thought her marriage would be like,
but caught himself. And yet he was
sorry; he really was.
"Well, I guess there really isn't any
other way, is there? No more Maria
stories to plague you. No more irre-
verent comments in class."
"Of course there isn't any other
way. I'm afraid I'm a bit disappoint-
ed in you, Maria."
He wished it were seemly to tell
her that her papers and comments
were light, not shadows. How com-
pletely inappropriate to say that now!
He almost said he'd be willing
—
But, then. Oh, my God, no!
She drew a rolled piece of paper
from her handbag and flattened it on
his desk. It was inscribed, and decor-
ated with a flourish of seals. She
poised her pen.
"I've awarded you honorary de-
grees in psychiatry, parent counsel-
ing, and, on a guess—stability," she
said, and signed her name hard.
"Doctor of Stability. Well, it's been
fun, Sam. And I appreciate your lis-
tening to all my troubles."
"Maria," he said.
But she had risen, turned from
him, and was now running down the
hall.
No one with any sense would want
a girl like that. But he had missed
a chance—a girl like that. If nothing
else, she would have provided mater-
ial, and experience. He meant, of
course, that there had been a chance,
months before, to answer that invita-
tional air about her. Might he then
have prevented this? And, what a
waste, that it should have happened,
anyway, to someone else. Sam sank
back into his chair, exhausted by his
counseling. He wished he still had
time to write. Counseling, however,
was his real calling.
Jeffrey said he was working on
something. He said so several times,
while the first part of December
passed. If Sam had not been so com-
mitted to the boy, he might have
thought he was being had. Occasion-
ally, students enrolled in creative
writing to get out of work. Over a
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month, without a single sheet of pa-
per. Instead of doing better in his
other courses, Jeffrey seemed to be
slacking off. Principles be damned;
Sam found continued telephoning on
his behalf embarrassing. If he hadn't
been so committed to the boy, he
might have wished he had never
known him. Jeffrey didn't even come
to class. Where was Sam's peasant
poet? Maria had left school without
saying good-bye.
After Christmas vacation, Sam
found a Jeffrey manuscript tucked
in his college mailbox. He recognized
the author first by the lined notebook
paper. On it was scrawled Jeffrey's
initial effort in fiction, entitled OUR
FARM.
It was frankly autobiographical.
The boy had lost his father in World
War II. Then, some number of years
after the war, Jeffrey's mother had
remarried a farmer.
My mother and I moved into a
gray clapboard house, set
among hay fields. Mother was
not much interested in hay.
Soon my stepfather lost inter-
est, too, for the hay, in bad
years, had a way of talking
back, sounding much hke my
mother. In those babbling
times my stepfather would
shoulder his double-barreled
shotgun and parade among the
grasses, looking for a bird or a
rabbit. Sometimes I went with
him.
Sam thought that there were, in
the beginning, some nice touches,
suggesting that the boy had estab-
lished a comfortable relationship
with his past. He read rather quickly
through a typical father-and-son
hunting sequence, in which the boy
had a kind of quiet fun, but nothing
was killed. Perhaps this would turn
out to be all right. He read on.
After five years, Jeffrey's mother
walked out on her second husband.
It was hard to tell why, for father
and mother were only slightly
sketched. She packed her clothes in
her husband's best suitcase and left.
That was likely to happen, but Sam,
^vho had had some experience with
that kind of event, wondered why.
Jeffrey only wrote, "I didn't tell him
I saw her go. We didn't talk much,
anyway." The boy wasn't interested
in his mother, Sam began to feel put
upon, to have read all this.
The stepfather was a praying
Methodist. The description of him
was dangerously close to caricature;
probably Jeffrey hadn't read enough
to know that. Still, the boy's respect
came through: "I prayed that he
could get back to farming, but it was
too late for that, what with things
so gone to seed."
Sam turned page after page of
the indignities Jeffrey thought his
father had suffered as a storekeeper.
In that period, the boy enjoyed only
filling the gas tanks of a few passing
cars, after school. Jeffrey couldn't
understand his father's faith, when
so much had gone wrong for him.
Faithless Sam was becoming con-
vinced father and son were both
boobs. For God's sake, what was all
this crap?
lUogically, Jeffrey got around to
his mother. She used to go to the
diner down the road, to dance with
the high school boys. What kind of
arrested adolescent was she? Surely
her character could be developed.
But it wasn't, except for Jeffrey say-
ing that he was always sent to fetch
her, although he didn't much like to.
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Sam eased his belt in humor. "To find
her facing them, shifting her body
with theirs, laughing at me while
they laughed at both of us." What
potential for a scene! It was a crime
to have lived through that and to be
unable to write well about it. Oh, if
Sam experienced that kind of mater-
ial. Jeffrey got back to his father.
Sam heard the garish sounds of
the juke box and found himself fac-
ing Jeffrey's mother—no, Maria. Piv-
oting his pelvis towards hers. ... "I
don' wanna cry-ay-ay," sang the juke
box. And Maria with her brief skirt
flipping about her hips. . . .
My stepfather was all right.
He was always right. He wore
round, steel-rimmed glasses
on his thin, slack-jawed face,
and he was mighty right.
The writing teacher who couldn't
write conjured up a witty, wise wom-
an, who pivoted towards him and
away from him, never getting any
closer. Maria. Maria. Oh, I don't
wanna cry-ay-ay. She revolved be-
hind warm, multicolored glass, on a
turntable, turning; on a couch,
couching ; and Jeffrey's father
changed, during the spring after his
wife walked out, as they all did, hay
swaying to their hips. Jeffrey began,
in his slow way, to suspect something
was wrong.
Sam, parading through the under-
growth, remembered his gun and was
strongly bothered. He felt that, in
some way, he was responsible for
introducing that shotgun into the
story, he and Chekhov, and he feared
the consequences. Which was silly,
of course. Sam went to his sofa, but
could not lie down with his manu-
script. He was too restless, and began
pacing. He didn't understand why
his job, his life, seemed so—un-
loaded.
That summer, as always, by
the time I came downstairs, he
had hot cereal and coffee
cooked, and was sitting at the
table with a Bible on his
knees, polishing his glasses.
He read to me out loud. But
now he was older, with a
twitch in his left eye. He was
thin, gnarled, with an eroded
face. He dried to my washing,
occasionally throwing back ce-
real-specked spoons. One Sep-
tember morning it occurred to
me that this man, with his
braces over his T-shirt, loved
me.
"Time to open up," he said,
dropping a dried knife into a
crummy drawer. "You're to
sweep outside." He pulled a
worn, wool sports coat over
his T-shirt and held the door
for me.
Marvelously effective dialogue,
Sam thought, subtly pointing up the
narrative statement. "He loved me."
" 'Time to open up,' he said." To
have to read this when Sam was un-
der ordeals of his own: the empti-
ness of the known world. Sam was
almost crying, and wondering what
he had lost.
Dusty, dry, yellow dirt col-
lected over the front of the
store. I swept outside while
he swept in. I was due to go to
college that day. The sun
swept long, uninterrupted dis-
tances in late summer, travel-
ing parallel to the road. When
I went inside, he had a cup of
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coffee ready, as was our cus-
tom.
"Well, we tried," he said.
We both stood behind the
counter to drink. A man came
in to buy a ball of twine. We
didn't have the right kind. My
father's glasses clouded from
the steaming coffee. The man
left.
"I want you to do well in
college," my father said.
"Some children grow up to
their parents in college, oth-
ers grow away. It depends
mostly on the parents."
He went to the cash drawer
to draw out two ten-dollar
bills. He gave them to me. Be-
ing my mother's son, I figured
that at last he was going to
pull out. I shook hands with
him and left to catch the bus.
I remember thinking that his
hands were thin and dirty,
and that I wouldn't see him
again.
The bus shifted gears be-
fore our store, but I couldn't
see anything through the front
windows, because of the sun
reflecting off the glass.
The state police called me
about him that night, at col-
lege. Classes didn't start for a
couple of days. I went home
and came back without missing
a thing, except for freshman
orientation.
Sam found it hard to believe that
something so important could be
written this way. The materials were
there, but they weren't dramatized.
They were grossly disordered. The
style was childish. Sam had hoped
that Jeffrey would turn out some-
thing which could be printed in the
Piedmont Piper, which Sam spon-
sored, so that other faculty could
get a chance to see the boy's work.
But this—well, you couldn't have
people snickering at life and death!
"In fiction," he said to Jeffrey,
"events are rearranged and shaped
for the writer's purposes."
"I wonder if he'd have done it if
I'd stayed on."
"Answer me, Jeffrey. Speak to me.
Characters in a story aren't the same
as real people, even the people they're
modeled after. We're not dealing in
newspaper accounts but fiction, where
you have to arrange your material.
And, to be sure, some of your mater-
ial seems a bit stale." Sam was trying
hard to be patient. But he'd made
a mistake. He'd made a frightening
mistake on this boy. He would be
humiliated before his colleagues,
maybe lose his job. Jeffrey licked his
pencil and wrote stale on the margin
of his first page.
"Suppose I'd stayed. I know some-
thing was wrong. Suppose I'd stayed,
Mr. Dallaway," Jeffrey wasn't sit-
ting any longer. He stood at the cor-
ner of the desk, staring down, eyes
wide.
"That question doesn't come up in
the story," said Sam. "Incidentally,
you have no idea of organization."
"Mr. Dallaway—"
"Now look, Jeffrey, maybe you
should have written about something
which happened a little longer ago.
Maybe you should have written about
something you had a little perspec-
tive on."
"I'm glad I wrote it!"
"But, damn it, you mustn't confuse
fiction and reality!"
Jeffrey's hands were open to Sam.
"I saw him with his face blown
away to the skull."
Sam pivoted in his chair, which
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shuddered. "You miss the point. He
never lived. He has neither life nor
death off the page. You're not even
trying to understand what I'm say-
ing."
"Sir," said Jeffrey, "that just isn't
so!" His hands grasped the edge of
the desk so tightly his knuckles were
white. Then he turned on boot heels
and left.
Sam, whose professorial approach
had slipped away like sweat, relaxed.
Jeffrey would come to see the wis-
dom—sanity—in Sam's argument
:
how you had to make divisions be-
tween life and fiction. Sam opened
his desk drawer and fingered his
fake diploma lovingly. Nobody with
any sense would have put his job in
jeopardy for a slut like Maria. It
was stability which kept the world,
toplike, in motion. Yet he envied the
boy. He had to admit it. He envied
the boy's fire.
Just as Sam, by an effort of will,
had wrenched his mind away from
Jeffrey's world and set it to topics
for his next Freshman Literature pa-
per, the boy returned, with a long
parcel in his arms, wrapped in brown
paper. Sam waited for him to apolo-
gize, but the boy sat down deter-
minedly on the sofa and began to un-
tie the strings on his package. Then
he unwrapped the paper. Sam saw a
shotgun emerging, barrels first. He
whitened, wishing he had one of those
secret buttons to push, as tellers in
a bank did, to summon the police.
"It's all right, Jeffrey," he said.
"It's all right, son."
Jeffrey shook the last folds of pa-
per off the shotgun and held the
weapon in one hand, arm tense with
sinewy strength. Sam, seated, walked
his swivel chair backwards, until it
came thud up against the rear wall
of the office.
"Jeffrey," he pleaded, his hands
on the arms of his chair, ready to
rise above his head or protect his
face. Instead, he used them to try
to ward off the butt of the gun as
it came towards him.
"Here, sir," said Jeffrey, "I just
wanted to prove to you that it's real."
He poked Sam's stomach as a kind
of joke, although he did it with con-
siderable force. Sam slumped for-
ward trying, in fear and surprise, to
catch his breath.
"It's—very nice, Jeffrey," Sam
gasped. Jeffrey nodded. "I brought
it back after Christmas to give it to
you, because of all the help you've
been. I guess I will." He thrust the
worn, scratched gun into Sam's arms.
"Thank you, Jeffrey," said Sam,
quietly.
He stood, intent on setting the gun
in the corner. The boy stood and,
leaning over, interrupted Sam's pur-
pose by placing his pimply cheek
against his teacher's. Jeffrey wept,
briefly. Sam stiffened. Yet, because
he felt the boy trembling, still hold-
ing the gun in his left hand, he
placed his right around the boy,
only the second student he had ever
touched. The boy's lack of control
revolted Sam, but he thought that
as his creative writing teacher, it was
his duty.
The Ballad of the Free
Meredith Sue Willis
The evening is nicest, thought
Selena, who was sitting on Caroline's
porch and squinting at the painfully
bright day. She pretended not to no-
tice that Caroline and Irene didn't
really want her there—they hadn't
even offered her a glass of whatever
they were drinking. They were talk-
ing about boys.
"I was getting some bread for my
mother," said Caroline, "and right
there in front of the store was Johnny
Snider—"
They hadn't talked about boys all
the time last summer.
"One of those awful worms with
all the legs."
A centipede, Selena thought.
"On my shorts! Can you imagine?
That awful thing."
Last summer she helped me sell
night crawlers, Selena remembered.
Big slimy night crawlers.
"They got this new record in."
Records? They were talking about
centipedes.
"The darling way he smiles."
Who? Johnny Snider? Selena
looked at the other girls. "Who?"
she asked. "Johnny Snider?"
They giggled, then laughed, watch-
ing from the corner of their eyes to
make sure that neither laughed long-
er than the other. "Johnny Snider?
Are you kidding? That little creep?"
Irene took pity. "Ricky Reb, Selly.
You know, his record—
"
"It's only been number one for two
weeks now, Selly," Caroline said.
Selena said, "Oh," and tried to
shrink, but now they had noticed her,
and she had made a mistake and she
wanted to cry. "Gotta go," she said.
As she left, she heard Caroline whis-
per to Irene that she couldn't under-
stand why Selly wore those terrible
hot blue jeans all the time.
Because I like them! Selena
thought, and the thought seemed so
explosive that she was surprised that
Caroline and Irene hadn't heard it.
Then she whistled much longer and
louder than necessary for Friendly,
the almost-German Shepherd whose
ears didn't perk. He came from un-
der the porch and padded along at
her heels, wagging sheepishly.
Selena's head ached and a blanket
of her own body heat enveloped her.
She tossed her hair in an effort to
shake away the heat, but it clung to
her. Why did the sun have to be so
bright? Why did the patches of tar
have to be melty and bad-smelling?
Did Friendly have to wag his stupid
tail all the time? Guilty over this
disloyalty, she squatted quickly and
hugged the dog. He panted uncom-
fortably, but wagged his tail, and
then his grin dribbled on her jeans.
She felt sick at her stomach. She no-
ticed that the blue jeans itched and
her shirt was sticky under the arms.
There was a nasty out-of-breath pain
in her side. I shouldn't be out of
breath, she thought, infuriated. I
should be able to take it. So she
hurried on.
In order to avoid Martin's Corner
Grocery, where the boys liked to hang
around, she slipped down the alley
between someone's scrawny garden
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and Johnny Snider's backyard. When
she was halfway down the alley, she
remembeied that lots of days the
boys sat under Johnny's tree instead
of around the store. What if they
were there in his yard? Then what
would she do? Her whole body be-
gan to prickle in anticipation of em-
barrassment. When the wide yard
came into view, she sighed aloud.
It was empty.
"Verr are you going, Selly?" A
Count Dracula voice rumbled from
Snider's garage.
Selena's whole body went jerk-
cold-tremble-hot. She strained to see
into the dark. "Johnny?" she de-
manded, trying hard to exude care-
less courage and hating the fakey
voice in the garage because it could
see her and she couldn't see it.
"Vhat do you vant with Johnny,
leetle friend? Hee-hee-ha-ha-ho-hoo."
"Sic 'im. Friendly," she murmured,
almost convincing herself that the
big dog would attack. Friendly
wagged harder at the sound of his
name and dribbled from his grin.
So Selena spun around and kept
walking, feeling each successive hee-
hee-ha-ha-ho-hoo with her whole back
excruciatingly conscious of the shape-
less blue jeans and the newly length-
ened body which she had not yet
fully learned to control. She tried to
keep a tough expression on her face.
She wanted to run, but she forced
herself to walk with dignity and look
straight ahead.
A cheerful old lady was working
in her flower garden—snipping big
red roses with green shears and put-
ting them into a golden colored bas-
ket. She waved a pink arm and cried,
"Howdy, S'lena ! How's your mother,
honey?"
Selena replied because she had to,
still thinking of Johnny Snider's
laugh. "Okay."
The lady cocked her head to one
side and worried for a moment about
Selena. "Poor little thing," she mur-
mured reflectively to a convenient
rose after Selena had passed. "I re-
member when Jane went through that
stage. But at least my daughter never
wore those awful blue jeans. I just
can't bear trousers on a lady."
I'll bet she's thinking about my
blue jeans, Selena thought. She al-
ways used to tell my mother that she
just can't bear to see trousers on a
lady. Well, I don't care. I hate old
ladies who wear bright splotchy
dresses.
She finally stopped in the shade
of a big elm tree across the street
from the Gingersole house. She sat
down and put Friendly's head into
her lap. He didn't exactly object, but
he didn't let his Aveight touch the
ground either. She tried to decide if
the Gingersoles were home. They
usually weren't: Mr. and Mrs. Gin-
gersole belonged to all kinds of clubs
and things; their daughter was al-
ways at college or somewhere; and
Jimmy—Jimmy had a girl friend
and baseball and a brand-new red
motor scooter and had forgotten all
of his old friends.
He's probably in there now, Selena
thought, laughing at me because he
thinks I'm afraid to go and see the
horses. Maybe he's talking on the
phone to that girl Rosa, and they're
both laughing at me—^vell, I don't
care—I only care about the horses.
So she stalked into the drivew^ay that
led around the house to the barn.
The side door opened, and Jimmy
came out. He was Avearing his base-
ball uniform and finishing a peanut-
butter sandwich. "Hi, kid," he said.
"Hi." She w^asn't about to look
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lonely and let him think she didn't
have anything better to do than hang
around his horses,
"How's it going, kid?"
"Okay . . . Hey, Jimmy?"
He eased himself onto the scooter
and licked his fingers. "Yeah?"
"Hey, Jimmy, when are you going
to ride Ginger?"
He looked extremely bored and
raced the motor. "Couldn't say, kid.
Really couldn't say." The Groww . . .
and he left an acid cloud of blue
smoke behind him.
Couldn't say, kid. Really couldn't
say. He was only two years older
than she ! Six months ago he wouldn't
have talked like that. Six months ago
he would have been riding Ginger in-
stead of that ugly red thing. And he
would have been telling Selena about
his games instead of that girl, what-
ever her name was. Not, Selena as-
sured herself, that I care about Jim-
my; it's just that I haven't ridden
the horses for so long.
The grass in the yard between the
houses and the barn was high, and
she could hardly bear its lushness
and the abundance of creepy-crawly
things in it. The overpowering im-
pression of full-bosomed trees and
achingly sweet honeysuckle almost
smothered her so that she had to
run the last few feet.
Inside the barn, she felt safe:
there were walls; the colors were
shadowy and muted; and she had
long ago convinced herself that these
horse smells of warm manure and
hay were the ones she liked best in
the world. So she sighed with relief
and hurried to Ginger's stall.
The Gingersoles had owned several
horses, but they had sold them all
except Jimmy's Ginger and a wicked
old pony no one wanted, named Vic-
tor. "Ginger," Selena whispered pas-
sionately. The horse's head snapped
up, and he peered through the dusty
air until he saw that it was not Jim-
my who called him. Selena sighed
—
in sadness this time—and said, "Oh,
Ginger, I wish you would love me
half as much as you love Jimmy. I'm
the one who comes to see you. I brush
you and bring you apples." It oc-
curred to her that Ginger might be
hurt. "I mean—what I mean is that
Jimmy still loves you, Ginger, of
course, but he's awfully busy with
baseball—and his new friends."
She massed her features into a
frown. People shouldn't give up old
friends for new ones. People ought to
realize that pretty soon the newness
will wear off and then they'll just
have some more old friends. What
fun she and Jimmy used to have.
Her face untangled and spread into
a broad look of dreams. They used
to sit here in the barn, Selena on
the crossbars of one of the stalls,
Jimmy on the old campstool. He
would tell her about his baseball
games, and then pass on horse lore
most of which she later found vali-
dated practically word for word in
books she read for herself. She sighed
a third sigh for loneliness and pressed
her cheek against Ginger's side. Gin-
ger held very still, even though flies
were congregating in ugly black
lumps on his lashes and eyes. She
reached up and waved them away,
but they came back. "They always
come back," she whispered.
Friendly too was chasing flies. His
technique consisted of sitting on the
floor until a movement caught his
attention, then throwing his whole
weight at the insect. He didn't catch
any flies, so he finally plopped in
front of Victor's stall. Victor hid in
the shadows and glared because he
hated everything, especially dogs.
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Selena sank into the straw. She
rolled her head from side to side and
tried not to cry. Most of all she
wanted to melt into the boards and
quiet the surges inside her. Desperate-
ly she pulled her penknife out of her
pocket: she had bought it with her
own money. She almost smiled, re-
membering how her mother had de-
manded why any girl would want a
penknife, and Selena had replied that
it was her own money, and there are
all sorts of things you can do with
a knife. Her mother had not said any-
thing else—which disappointed Sele-
na a little—but the knife itself had
been handy. You are sharp and dan-
gerous, she thought, and good for a
lot of things. The blade caught a
small beam of light so that it cre-
ated a lively gold spot on the wall.
Rabbit traps. She could build rab-
bit traps with the knife, and skin
them. They'd only catch enough for
food, and Ginger would have to eat
grass. There would be a search, of
course, when Selena's mother found
out that her daughter had gone away
with only Friendly, Ginger, and the
penknife between her and the wild
places to which she would travel. But
the only real problem was Ginger,
because he did belong to Jimmy. But
Jimmy didn't care anymore, and she
would leave him a note:
Jimmy, we are leaving. Ginger
knows that you don't really care
about him anymore, but if you
change your mind, you can may-
be join us someday. But don't
search. We'll be far away.
Selena
Ginger
Friendly
She would drop the note in the hay
in Ginger's stall and let it be her
last word to the society that didn't
approve of girls who loved horses
instead of boys.
And then lliey would slip out into
the night beneath a high moon, very
clear and very soft. Ginger would
offer his back to Selena, and she
would mount lightly, gripping his
silken mane in one hand and throw-
ing her other out in a farewell ges-
ture to the world. The horse would
rear once, curving his glistening neck
into a series of rippling muscles.
And they would leap away over
fences and fields, stretched out in
the wind, galloping airily—a silver
streak against the dark world. Only
when they had gained a ridge high
above the town would they pause.
Here Ginger would prance nervous-
ly for an instant before freezing into
a statue poured of silver and molded
in graceful arches. From this place
Selena would look down at the sleep-
ing city whose people were not free,
and then the Three—the girl, the dog,
and the horse—would turn and dis-
appear like moonlight when a cloud
crosses the moon.
They would always travel by night
through mossy-floored forests of long-
trunked trees with gnarled roots.
And when each morning came, they
would find a small glen beside a
brook. Here Ginger would make
friends with a herd of graceful deer,
who would show him the best spots
for grazing Selena would play with
the fawns, and Friendly would chase
squirrels around tree trunks until
both he and the squirrels tired of
the game and sat down to pant to-
gether. At last the Three would sleep,
the dog's head in the girl's lap, the
horse protecting them both with his
body.
But their gentle rest would be \'io-
lated by the noise of chasing hounds.
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Ginger's eyes would fire, and Friend-
ly's lip would curl in scorn of those
contemptible dogs who were brave
only in packs. But the hounds would
come so close that their red mouths
and cowardly tucked tails under thin
shanks were visible. Friendly would
growl at them, and they would scat-
ter, yelping. When the hunters them-
selves hurried to the scene, they
would be awed by the careless skill
of the Three, and would pause just
the split second necessary for the
free creatures to escape. And Selena
would toss her pale hair and laugh
in the pure exhilaration of danger
thwarted. Then they would gallop on.
Although compelled to flee their
tormentors constantly, they would
always find time for good deeds
Sometimes in the thick blackness of
the forest they might hear the whim-
per of a little lost child. The Three
would reassuringly lift it up onto
the horse's back, and Selena would
tell it intriguing stories of the birds
and creatures of the forest, while
they would find, early next morning,
the farm where it lived. Its father
would be sitting on a fence, gazing
emptily at the forest that had swal-
lowed his child. Suddenly a mist
would seem to take the form of a
girl and a horse and a dog, and they
would place in his arms his sleeping
infant. Selena would tell him in a
tersely simple sentence that the child
need never fear the forest again. In-
deed, when in later years the people
would comment on the child's famili-
arity with the forest creatures, the
former would recall the great silver
horse, the pale-haired girl, and the
wolflike dog that had faded into the
mossy reaches of the forest—a mys-
terious splash of silver among the
grays and darks.
Eventually, they would be forced
to leave the forest land. Their pur-
suers would become clever, laying
traps and ambushes so that they
could hardly sleep without being
aroused by yelling hounds and rasp-
ing human voices. They would choose
to go West to seek asylum in some
hidden place. But their legend would
remain behind them in the forest
they had loved
The Three themselves, however,
would hurry on, always at a trot,
barely ahead of their relentless hunt-
ers. They would not make their final
escape until they reached the desert
—a red desert that spread-eagled to
three horizons and was covered with
the grinning skulls and heavy orange
sunlight. They would pause on its
edge only for an instant before plung-
ing into the hellish unknown; and
their trials would be many. Sometimes
stumbling, sometimes facing winds
that carried a thousand tiny daggers
of sand, always tortured by thirst and
the memory of the forest, always
alone, they would continue to move
forward into that forever-setting sun,
each step painful, but each step free.
Then at last they would reach the
other side of the eerie desert, where
delicate blades of cool grass wavered
in virginal spring breezes. Above
them they would see purple moun-
tains crowned with pure snow. And
the silver horse would extend its
tired head toward those mountains,
and the pale-haired girl would throw
her arms toward that promise of
sanctuary, and . , .
Suddenly Friendly screamed and
threw himself across the barn with
his tail tucked and the scream grad-
ually trailing into a staccato series
of yelps. Victor was deeply gratified
with the results of his unexpected
chomp on Friendly's back.
When Selena heard the noise, she
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dropped her knife, which she had
been clutching in her fists, and closed
her eyes tightly. She trembled. Final-
ly she opened her eyes and memorized
the entire scene in all its agonizing
detail. She saw the horse placidly
eating and occasionally glancing to-
ward the door for Jimmy. She saw
her dog bristling and threatening the
plump pony. She felt the scratchiness
of the straw and saw the rusty little
knife on the gray boards. She smelled
the thick animal odors and noticed
an ancient copy of the Western
Horseman on the camp stool. Its cov-
er portrayed a cowboy repairing a
fence in midwinter, up to his knees
in icy blue snow, and his cow pony
was protecting him from the wind.
She suddenly needed very much to
cry. She crawled out of the .stall and
stood for a moment trying to force
the tears out of her eyes and the
hard ball out of her stomach. TTiey
didn't come. "Let's go, Friendly," she
said, and the dog backed out of the
barn after her, growling and wag-
ging his tail.
Outside, the light cut into Selena's
eyes, but she didn't wince. Somehow
the brightness and greenness no long-
er overpowered her: it was all too
familiar, and even too old. She
sighed as she walked away, but she
didn't cry. She didn't laugh either.
The Moon's Night
• Brother Justin Paschal, F.S.C.
It is the moon's night, not ours,
The stars' range, not man's,
It is the night world of no breeding
That the arching Zodiac spans.
There is no rest or shelter
In the drift of the Milky Way
Nor is the Pole Star a guidepoint
For a people set astray.
On the moon's rocks no seed
Or blades of life abound
Nor on black ice beyond the star
Frontiers can peace be found.
Only apart from the moon's night
And its creatures' birdlike sweep,
Only in houses safe from the night
Is there bounty and long sleep.
The Red Vision
Thomas A. West, Jr.
There was not one silent, dry space
in all eternity where he could stretch
still for great hours, and rest
—
God, rest.
He stumbled on a loose rock and
fell to a knee as the little avalanche
showered, then poured ground hail
down on the mountain path. As if
his knee were pillowed, he felt no
jolt, no pain at all. In a jerky motion
he staggered up and kept on. His
eyes burned. They focused on red
night, and they knew the sight of
branches, but in back of his eyes,
perhaps reflected there from his reel-
ing brain, was the color red. Had
he remembered it from the telescopic
lens, the infrared that had produced
that negative sharpness—was that
what left its brutal, lurid stain that
now drenched his vision?
Or was it because of what he had
done?
He stopped, yet momentarily, for
momentum carried him lunging for-
ward, until he brought his body to
a swaying halt. He rubbed his eyes,
and pressure shoved sparks careen-
ing in clumsy bursts across his lids.
He opened the bruised eyes, and the
red was still there.
He had to stop here, and rest here,
and close his eyes.
Off the path, but not too far—he
could not lose the trail. Ah, here, he
saw a massed boulder in a stolid
lump overhanging, threatening the
earth for centuries. The cavern it
created was slight, as though he had
ordered it, as though fate had
dragged him stumbling, as if God
—
no.
He almost shook his head.
No, let us not consider God.
Hours back, a thousand ages it
was, when all was good and in its
place, when he was a man with his
neighborhood and home and family
and job, yes, he would have con-
sidered God then. It would have been
only normal, because he prayed. He
may have been the only man, the
only grown man in town (except for
the minister) who actually got down
on his knees each night and prayed,
and he was the one who regularly at-
tended services, and remained year
after year on call to help the Rever-
end, even to repairing the chapel gut-
ter one early morning. Now Johnson
and Renbrook, they were good men
—he had never spoken against them
—but they never came to church,
except Christmas and Easter, and
only then because their wives kept
after them. How they'd complain.
How they'd gripe about it. Well, it
just wasn't right, that's all.
He fought tears that glistened red.
His chin quivered, and he hated
himself.
Tony Cremins, he thought: a man
who was a Catholic, and never went
to Mass, and gambled and drank
heavily and had seven children one
right after another—damn him; it
was not right.
Back then, in his normal life, a
hundred million light years back, he
was a man. He had a good kind wife
16
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(Dear Jesus!) and—a son—a son,
Kenneth. A son.
As though fate had dragged him
here to the cave.
Not God.
Where he was now, it was dry
enough. His body ached so; it was
numb, and it was swollen, and there-
fore it would forget discomfort.
He crouched down and listened.
Nothing.
The night was there.
Nothing else, no more than that.
His eyes closed, stuck together,
and he leaned forward into sleep, let-
ting his rifle slide on its sling up
along his back.
But for all his hopes, he could not
sleep. A man is but a man and can-
not plan to love, or sleep, or live, or
die.
His eyes still burned ; so he opened
them to let the cool, black evening in,
but it was hot and it was red.
A screech owl ripped the peace
to shreds as he reared up, terrified,
until he knew what it was—and even
then—what a noise, what a noise, he
thought, while his red heart pounded
furiously.
He wanted to kill the owl. It re-
minded.
He grasped the rifle, held it in
close, the smooth stock resting up
against his cheekbone.
Slowly, with hatred for his whole
life, shattered now by the reminder,
the urge to kill something that was
small and screamed a human, pain-
ful, tragic cry: slowly, he let the
rifle down, yet still he clung to it,
as with life.
A mosquito came, suspended on its
high wire, simply skimming sound.
Another joined and hovered about
his face. He knew he felt them
breathe, but knew they could not, and
he realized that it was just their
wings, just their air movements. He
thought about their stinging, their
blood-letting, their heavy, belly-full
escape—as though the bloated bub-
ble should burst; he pictured them
satiated, drunk, and he knew how
he would itch around the swelling.
Let them feast, he decided, as his
eyes grew heavier, as though they
would burst.
But he could not, any more than
he could sleep.
He blew at them, and of course
they returned, whining and hover-
ing, and now there was a third, at-
tracted by the song, by the lazy car-
rousel and the sleep-filled man too
weary to interfere with such run-
down merriment.
The owl cried far and long, and
it frightened him even if he had
heard it before.
The woods oppressed him. He
awoke from his half-daze and scrab-
bled out from underneath the shel-
ter. Was it getting lighter? Had he
indeed slept?
Indeed not. He recalled every sec-
ond.
He stifled a rising cry.
There was a noise.
It was far away, but it was the
baying of hounds.
Of course.
Well, what had he expected?
Like the Bible said, a man harvests
what he sows.
But dogs
—
dogs!
"Where to go?" he said, as he ran.
Faster, plunging completely out of
control, for the hill was now steep
and he was very much afraid, he
rushed until he realized the trail
was gone. Dear Lord, he had never
gone back to it! He crashed to his
left, a hundred yards, but there was
no trail at all, none: so he retraced
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as best he could, but recognized noth-
ing-
He stopped.
There were the hounds, closer.
Or were they further away?
What was that other sound?
A rush—a rushing; it was water.
Water!
He cautiously edged toward it. He
could not afford to lose track of wat-
er. It would cover up his trail; it
would give him a new trail, and—
there—there before him ran a mar-
velous stream, widening down the
mountainside; but it too was red, as
he realized with a stunned recogni-
tion. He knew it should be this way,
for him.
All right.
If that was the way Hell played
the game, then he was man enough to
follow it. To understand it.
The water was ice; so cold it
burned.
He walked, slipping, cursing quiet-
ly, trying carefully to peel back the
darker red beyond his vision.
He stopped, listened.
No dogs.
Just the water, running.
No owl, no mosquitoes; no click
of a bolt or jarring ricochet of a
rifle shot rattling the hills.
No scream, like the owl ; no scream
of the woman who saw her child's
arms shoot up in anguished shock.
NO. He remembered. NO.
He walked on, and raged excuses
to his breath.
/ didnt see the child. I saw a
flash of color, and thought it was
an animal. I saw movement,
quick, quiet, blundering, and I
heard no mother's call, no cars,
no house sounds like slamming
doors or children yelling, and
there was no trail; but the
jvoods, being so thick, must have
covered sight of a field, and be-
yond, a house. Or a car.
There had been a fawn, run-
ning, vanishing, and I had so
carefully tracked it down, and
all I wanted to do was get its
mother, not the faivn—thaCs
what only I knoiv, because no
one—because the police ivould
never believe—not noiv, not ever;
but I never killed a fawn.
In the army, four years, in Ger-
many, with a rifle, and I never
killed a man, and I had chances;
and those others with me, they
killed; they got drunk on slaugh-
ter, they even gunned down pris-
oners; not me, I never killed.
He shuddered and moved on.
His feet ached, and he reached a
large flat stone which stood in stream
center; so he crawled atop it and
crouched. But it wasn't any good.
The noise of the stream, louder now,
was all he could hear; and in a way
this was good, because it covered up,
but in another way it wasn't, be-
cause he could not hear them.
If he left the water, he was
doomed.
If he stayed where he was, where
was the accomplishment? The move-
ment, the feeling of escape?
He stepped back into the reddish,
murky, bitter stream.
He promptly slipped, fell face for-
ward, and felt blood gush from a lip
cracked open on a stone. As he wiped
at it dumbly, he let his rifle slide and
clatter to the stream bed. He urgent-
ly retrieved it, but it dripped rain,
and he knew he had to secure a dry
space and some time or all was lost.
It was all he had left, the rifle.
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It, and seven rounds, and a half-
pack of Luckies.
Also, he had his body, and he
loved that. God, it was hurt. It
ached so, please God, and he loved
it so. The skin, the warm, wonderful
skin, and the sleep he needed, the
food his body needed, the help he
had to have. He lifted a fist to his
mouth, feeling the urge to bite the
knuckles, but his mouth hurt where
the split lip was.
God, give him a chance. All his
life, only one error.
Far away in his mind, he heard
the woman shriek.
He left the water.
His boots made squishing sounds
as he hiked into the forest.
Soon, the water was in the distance.
He heard no other noises. He thought
there was daylight, and he urged it
on; he wanted the sun up there, the
blue sky and the yellow sun, any-
thing but this absurd red, this blood,
this world.
The hounds were baying, he heard,
and it stunned him.
He checked his rifle, and instinct
told him it would jam. Yet surely
after so brief a dunking: he had
caught it immediately and salvaged
—no, salvage suggested ruin. It was
not ruined. Years from now, he
would use it to hunt with his son,
Kenneth, and they would talk about
hunting, about the woods; and to-
gether they'd smell the burned cart-
ridges, the pungent powder smell
—
why, Ken would look up at him.
The dogs closed in.
He stood, shaking, his pant legs
matted and caked and close fitting in
their dampness, and his boots were
part of the leaves, it seemed. Or the
moss, the stream back there, the pine
needles; rooted, he was.
His field jacket, greatly stained
about the sleeves where they met
his sinewy wrists and about the
collar where for years it had
rubbed the back of his neck; his
jacket was wet too and hung limp
and blanket-heavy on him, from
his slumped shoulders. His face,
bearded slightly, was lined beneath
the surrendered eyes, lined across the
forehead, lined harshly once on each
cheek from the edge of his sharp nose
to his outspread, grimaced, broken
mouth—as if these last lines were
livid scars. His whitened, soiled, beat-
en hair. All made him look as if he
might always run, always.
Where were the dogs now?
Unleashed? No. They mustn't be.
Held in check; they had to be
held, he was not an animal—yet they
had bayed, longingly, straining—the
red dogs loomed in his mind.
"God," he said aloud, and wheeled
back to the stream; yet as in a dream
his feet kept catching on roots, on
stupid, natural obstacles laid out be-
fore him; it was, he decided, it was
fate again, wasn't it. The same
damned fate that had been kind, the
same that had been evil. Now it was
holding him back. If he had remained
calm instead of breaking away from
the water, he would not now be plung-
ing along the terrible forest, leaving
huge trails for the men and the dogs.
Where had his breath gone?
He stopped.
His breathing came violently, and
he held on to his heart, or where he
was sure it must be; held on, to keep
it calm, to hold it in.
Would they hear him gasping?
No. The hounds helped him as well
as them.
But there was a massive rush in
his brain. Oxygen, he thought: but
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as his heart and lungs subsided, the
new noise was still there—even more
so.
The stream?
No.
He shook his head and placed a
hand upon his forehead and then,
with fingers of that hand, squeezed
in on his skull between the eyes, above
the bridged nose. He was surprised
there was no ache there. No dull
throbbing, as one would expect. And
the redness was gone.
He focused suddenly with an amaz-
ing clarity: the woods, every single
branch and needle and twig and leaf;
euphoria seized his soul, pulled it
exalted in front of air, up the cobalt
sky, hefted it to the Pleiades. Gulfs
of universes swept across his open
eyes and took his breath away, and
he was miraculously alive with power.
He realized what the new noise
was: a waterfall. How fantastic in its
simplicity! Of course!
He walked to the falls and arrived
at a point below them. Somehow, he
had swerved on a path parallel to
the stream, although he felt all the
while that he had been battering his
way back to it.
No matter.
He entered there, walked several
hundred yards downstream, falling
in the current only once and adroit-
ly catching himself, pulling himself
up to dignity; then he went onto the
land, clearly trailing evidence. Ten
minutes later he was in the stream
and on his way back to the falls. Be-
hind them was a ledge. He had some
room, although cramped at the head
and shoulders. He squatted and lis-
tened to the overpowering, sweet-
smelling pine falls, and then he dozed.
A vision emerged, in red. In shades
of that cursed damned red in his
sights, at dusk.
Infrared, the waterfall raised a
shower spray that glistened rocks,
caused the moss to glisten. Before
him was a pool, a red pool, with a
clay-like bottom. From this, he
thought, life had come.
Why had he done it?
Oh, why?
He had to get back home and rest.
He needed rest. He had to have a
doctor; Jean had to help him; why
had he stopped here; what good was
it here behind the falls? Rest.
He needed rest.
He crouched lower, allowed his
head to drop on his knees, and he
slept.
A sound awoke him—his rifle. It
had fallen, clattering to the rocks,
out into the water.
Two shots plunged into him, and
others tore into the rock, spurting
shrapneled debris, slicing his face,
careening and howling like strong
wildcats screaming in a cave.
He fell out, through the wall of
water, and pitched into the stream.
Alongside the stream, up a ways,
the dogs strained viciously at several
leashes. The men—tired men—stared
at him.
Don't shoot, he tried to yell, but
the sentence stuck; his throat burned
acid fire. Why had they shot him?
One man came closer. Was it the
child's father? His rifle was held,
loosely. He was saying something,
but it was so difficult to hear, what
with the falls—what was it he said?
As if in answer, the man repeated.
"You killed a baby!" he shouted.
"A baby!" he shouted again.
No. Not J.
"You!" shouted the man with the
rifle.
Before death came, the scene was
red, and it seemed to flow away with
the mainstream.
The Work of Boys
• J. McLeod
I saw two boys in the
Polliwog summer,
Hand in hand, '
Jars in the other hands,
Marching side by side
To the algae green pool;
Boot slip,
Mud spatter.
Laughing down the sun.
Collecting frogs before they were frogs.
Searching the essence of the daisy,
The meaning of the hill,
The secret of the rock:
The work of boys.
Sister and the Snake
• Thomas E. Perry
They are slitting the stomach of a snake
In the garden, like some minor side-scene
In a Bruegel crucifixion. They shake
The viscera, and wipe the body clean
But it has already bitten sister.
There is a venom-filled, purplish knot
Upon her young calf, there where it kissed her
Leg so rudely, and there are two small spots
Through which winks the shining pearl of her bone.
She is still crying now in father's arms.
In vain he tries to still her shrill alarms,
Her fears that she will always be alone.
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Robert Joe Stout
Although one-hundred-degree heat
was forecast for the afternoon, the
5:45 morning was bleak and chilly.
The Sierras were like cold, gray
clouds disguising the distances to-
ward which the interlacing railroad
lines led. Hayley Philpott shivered
and tightened her sweater around her
shoulders. Beneath her, at the foot
of the underpass, the eatery was dark,
its square front window like a tomb
on which the words Roseville Cafe
were carved in white. Again she shiv-
ered and, as she often did, closed her
eyes and dreamed of happier times.
The cook arrived a few minutes
after Hayley exposed the drab yes-
terday-smelling interior to outside
light. Arranging their separate sta-
tions, they talked listlessly, watching
the spectacular hands of the big wall
clock twitch toward six.
Cap Petherbridge, dirty in un-
washed workclothes, his hard, tanned
face resisting the lines of age that
tightened little knots around his eyes
and pulled at his thin, stern mouth,
was their first customer. Hayley
stood beside him while he drank cof-
fee, chatting about her husband and
the summer. Cap lived in Baupres,
eighty miles north; his oldest boy
taught school in Van Nuys. Once
Cap had wanted to become an en-
gineer, but that hope had died long
ago. Bitter, unelastic, he penny-anted
at pinochle and watched television,
hunted once in a while, and—ada-
mant and antagonistic—ran for of-
fices in the Switchmen's Union.
".
. . what else can a workingman
do?" he asked Hayley, his strong
one-toned voice snapping with pride.
"Your husband knows, ask him. Do
you think he'd of got anything for
losing a hand if there hadn't been
unions and strikes? Thirty years—
"
Laughter and a clatter of lunchpails
and switchmen's lanterns interrupted
as the glass-paned doorway swung
open and four men swaggered into
the cafe. "For thirty years," Cap re-
peated to Hayley, cramming words
together to keep her a minute long-
er, "I've said with pride who I
worked for, taken out mortgages,
signed bank loans, given every day
of my life. But it doesn't mean any-
thing anymore. Not even to
—
"
"I know," she said, a moment of
sympathetic music in her expression,
"Dick says the same thing. But I
have to go." Shrugging apologetical-
ly for leaving him, she explained,
"Business will be starting good now.
The shift going on, and then one
coming off."
Al and Billy Darker came in late.
Hayley watched for them every morn-
ing since they had arrived in the ho-
tel next door. They were different
from most railroadmen—often they
sat by each other, eating quickly,
without self-consciousness, aware of
each other's presence but feeling no
need to communicate. And with her,
they were friendly but reserved, al-
most too adult for their respective
bachelorhoods.
"Hi," she greeted, obtruding on
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their survey of the crowded counter.
"Hi," Al, the elder, mumbled. He
had a softness about him as though
exercise, not work, had willowed his
muscles, leaving hands and face un-
scarred. This morning he was wear-
ing a suit and tie instead of a T-shirt.
"No place to sit, I guess we'll—
"
"There's a table over there." She
blushed, ashamed of having pointed.
"Cap won't mind. And he's almost
through, anyway."
For a moment Al hesitated, as
though unwilling, but his brother
pushed a shoulder into his back.
"Okay," he shrugged, squeezing be-
tween chairs to the table where Cap
Petherbridge sat alone. "Good morn-
ing."
"Mornin'," Cap said. A tight, cu-
rious frown crawled along his tem-
ples as he watched the older brother
drop into a chair beside him. Cap
knew people, especially men, and
could detect when a worker was dis-
satisfied long before he meant to let
it show. "You look all set for
church," he commented, wiping his
mouth on a paper napkin.
But Al didn't bait. "Not church,"
he replied, glancing at his brother.
"I get interviewed for a job today."
"I thought you were switchin',"
Cap said, "like your brother here, I
mean."
Al shook his head. "They wouldn't
put me on. They said I was too old
—at twenty-six. Billy is nineteen.
They hired him."
The bitterness made Cap feel more
comfortable—he could share it. A
warmth penetrated the core of feel-
ing from which words like brother-
hood and my son emerged into real
meaning. "Yeah," he growled, nod-
ding toward Billy, "they've been do-
ing it for years. They'll lay you off
in September, or October, when it's
too late for you to find anything else,
and let you hang around, collecting
unemployment, until there's room for
you again in spring. If you wanna
come out of it with anything, you
gotta keep plugging that extra-board,
get all the time-and-a-half you can—
"
"I'm plugging it," Billy said, copy-
ing the older men's bitterness. "Sixty-
four hours a week—
"
Hayley appeared with their break-
fasts—Billy's ham and eggs and Al's
pancakes—and a cup of coffee for
each. Cap sat back, waiting, his lined
face twitching with withheld expres-
sion. Finally, after the two had be-
gun to eat, he asked, "In town here?
I mean, this job you're tryin' to
get?"
"No," Al said. "Sacramento."
"Jet-Air," his brother added.
Sagely, Cap nodded, swallowing
the moment of envy the corporation's
name brought to his taste. He had
looked into getting a job there but
had been told they had nothing for
him. A new multimillion dollar plant,
for which acres of almond and peach
trees had been tugged out of the
ground, lay on the outskirts of the
capital, and the builders wanted
young blood fresh out of college, en-
gineers and mathematicians and
chemists. Six hundred a month to
start, plus benefits and bonues.
"I wish I was young enough
—
Cap said slowly. A new thought bit
through the grizzled old mind, and
he sat forward, fingers pressing the
table. "But go to college first, get
an education. That's what they want,
college men. They get an education.
That's what they want, college men.
They pay twice—
"
Billy grimaced and Al shook his
head and pushed a wad of pancake
through the muck on his plate. "I've
sot the damned education. But I don't
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want twice as much. I just want
enough to live on—a hundred, hun-
dred-fifty a month. Or a summer job,
so I could save something and go
back to Mexico and live the rest of
the year without having to work. To
hell with success
—
" He lapsed into
aggravated incoherency, mouth jerk-
ing, as he jammed the rest of his
breakfast into forkfuls.
"No," Cap said, "that's not the
way." He spoke distinctly, his words
weighted with individual thought.
"It's good, a young man like you,
full of trust and vinegar. Mexico.
Mexico sounds like a good thing
—
siestas, women. But it won't get you
anywhere. You'd come back broke
and wouldn't have anything. I've seen
too many try it. They end up poor;
their kids start to work early
—
"
Hayley's presence with a coffee pot
interrupted him. In unison the men
held up their mugs to be filled, each
with expectant nervousness, glancing
at the time. "How was breakfast?"
she asked Billy.
He started to reply but Cap inter-
rupted. "Look at Hayley here," he
said to Al, including her in the sweep
of his gesture. "Her father didn't
have anything when he was a kid,
and she grew up in a little two-room
house in a family of seven. But al-
ready her kids have more than that.
Already they got a nice house and
a car. They won't have to be fightin'
boxcars when they're fifty-seven or
shovin' plates around in a restaurant.
Look at my boy, my son. He's a teach-
er, down in Van Nuys. He went to
school like you did and got himself
a good job."
Al's uninquisitive stare cut into
her withdrawal. "I'm glad," he said
to her. "If that's what you want,
I'm glad it's meaningful." Over his
coffee he looked at Billy, who was
beginning to fidget because of the
time. "But it's not what I want. I
want time now, time to do whatever
I want to do, to read, or play pool,
or just to waste, my own way, at my
own speed." Shrugging, he pushed
his chair back. "Instead, I have to
dress up and say smartly, 'Yes sir, I
want to be a young executive!' It's
ridiculous. But it's the only damned
job I can get."
"Come on," Billy urged, "I want
to keep the only damned job I have."
Turning to Cap, "I'm going all the
way to the west point. Can I give you
a lift?"
Appreciative, the old man nodded.
"Thanks," he affirmed, his eyes seek-
ing Hayley in sudden humility to ex-
cuse himself for not having left a
tip.
"Bye!" she called, "Thanks!" But
her voice lacked its usual enthusiasm.
Al's tone had failed to hide his pity;
alone in the vast early-morning world
she looked at them leave.
Outside, the tenseness of their in-
terest in each other weakened, and
they relaxed into the easy familiarity
of men going to work. Billy leaped
into a paint-worn pickup just outside
the cafe and opened the passenger
door from inside. Al got in and Cap
Petherbridge followed. The vehicle
was a noisy monstrosity, but a re-
vamped engine under the hood earned
its equality with newer models string-
ing along the trackside drive to the
west point yard.
"I'm tired already," Cap admitted,
venturing to break the silence.
"You working regular shift?"
Billy shouted above the noise, lean-
ing forward to see past Al.
Cap nodded. "And every damned
extra shift I can pull," he shouted
back, "just like you're doin'. Sixty-
four, seventy-two hours a week."
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"My God, why?" Al burst, unable
to restrain himself.
"The same reason anybody does.
I need the money. I've got three kids
in school and bills to pay
—
"
"So many you have to kill yourself
for a little overtime? You just said
you had
—
"
"Yes!" The tense face hardened
around its stubborn gaze. Cap Peth-
erbridge was proud, but Cap Pether-
bridge was honest and would not
deceive the man beside him, even to
defend his own philosophies. "I'm
up to my neck," he confessed, "like
everybody else. I need every bit of
overtime I can get. I owe money to
every store in Baupres." Angrily he
shook his head. "It's for my kids,"
he grumbled. "I want them to have a
chance for things I didn't. I don't
want them to be bustin' rails when
they get my age."
Al nodded. For a moment his
glance and Cap Petherbridge's met,
and he blushed, embarrassed by the
defiance and pain. "I know how it
is," Al said. "I understand. It's just
—it's just that I want something
else."
Along the elaborate twin wrinkles
of diverging tracks an intricate pro-
cession of dirty-red and muddy-yel-
low cars rumbled. They were like
zombies shooting down the long in-
cline from the hump and careening
through the switches like drunken
monsters until they crashed into the
cars that had preceded them and
that would, when the day was over,
leave the yard as the doubleheader
freight to Ogden or the SP Oakland
local or the grain-and-lumber special
on the LA-SanDiego run.
Lithely, a veteran of two months
experience, he swung onto the last
car of his outgoing train and climbed
to the roof. Legs apart, thighs rip-
pling with control and strength, he
balanced upright, surveying the three
miles of railway desert. Beyond, a
fringe of green bordering the creek
separated the railway's domain from
the fecund Sacramento Valley farm-
lands that spread broad, endless pat-
terns toward the north.
With confident—but careful—ease
he extracted his watch, glanced at it,
reinserted it in the little pocket un-
der his belt, and pulled out his time
book. His overtime, including regu-
lar-time "extra" jobs, like assign-
ments out of the yard and milking
air valves, already came to thirty-
two and a half hours for the month.
Putting the book away, he nodded
and symbolically glanced toward Cit-
rus Heights, where his car—with its
new engine—was being overhauled.
Bill Darker and his brother were
much alike. They had a lean, in-
tense poise that made them both
more alive and more alone. In a
silent, obscure way they were emo-
tional; they did things because some-
thing inside them drove them toward
goals that were definite, though not
always explainable.
They were alike—yet not alike.
Or alike as one entity from one
womb, cracked into separate parts
that fit together without overlapping.
Bookish, obsessed by dark, humanis-
tic desires, Al had been alter-ego to
Billy's restless surge since, as adults,
they had let affection guide them
into a bond more shared and real
than earlier, forgetful childhood ad-
mirations had allo^ved. Still they did
not understand each other: at least
Billy didn't understand Al. The old-
er brother's years in Mexico had
pressed a changed morality against
his thoughts; he wanted different
things—a different way of life—from
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anyone Billy knew. He seemed to
know what he was doing without ever
being able to indicate to Billy what
it was.
Laboriously, an overgrown toy
with an autonomous job, the little
yard engine tugged the line of cars
up the rise. A momentary breeze cut
through the stifling dryness, twisting
Billy's T-shirt around his strong,
sweaty arms. Standing on top of the
boxcar, king like, a giant looking
down on his domain. An empty gon-
dola swerved down the adjacent
track; Billy watched it quiver onto
spur after spur and finally, lost be-
neath him in the distance, dully col-
lide against the last car of the train
to which it belonged. A distant col-
umn of metallic question marks
traced the freeway's route toward
Sacramento; beside it, glistening re-
motely like a huge metal disc flat-
tened beneath the sun, the fringes of
the Jet-Air assembly plant predicted
a twenty-first century. Or, perhaps,
the end of the world.
The yard engine rattled to a stop.
Leaning forward, Billy peered up
the track. Half concealed in the noon
shadows of a checker's shanty, four
men were playing pinochle; a yard
clerk, squinting against the glare,
leaned out to watch. Another empty
gondola started down the incline,
solid wheels skidding along the rails
with a piercing metallic whine.
Something had gone wrong. The
wheel brakes burst into flame, a deli-
cate orange barely visible in the hot,
quivering haze. Steel cracked against
steel as the gondola sheared the
switch above the shanty, brakes no
longer effective, and swayed into
gradually increasing speed down an
empty track. The pinochle game dis-
integrated; the four men darted in
separate directions, ineffectually try-
ing to shout instructions at each oth-
er. The oldest of them—probably the
foreman—jogged through the dust to
intercept the vehicle's uncontrolled
flight.
Helpless, but fascinated by the
puppet movements of the characters
below him, Billy gazed along the
track. Unaware of the danger a crew
of yard toads bent about their busi-
ness around a boxcar on the spur.
Unable to shout a warning over the
runaway gondola's noise, the old
foreman leaped for its ladder as it
swerved past, absorbing the shock
and jerk of its movement with ex-
perienced muscles. But he could not
hold. Straw-like, he toppled back-
wards and lay without moving in the
yellow dust.
Quickly Billy swung down. Out of
the corner of his glance he saw the
yard toads scramble away before the
impact of colliding cars filled the
desert with panic.
A small cluster of workmen already
surrounded the prostrate figure,
when Billy, frightened but curious,
arrived beside them and gasped at
the old man's tearless, pain-bitten ex-
pression. A moment passed before
he recognized Cap Petherbridge,
with whom he'd shared breakfast
that morning.
Al Darker removed his glasses and
laid them across the four-part form
on the table in front of him. Ques-
tion 29: List the books you have
read for the past six months. Indicate
those you liked best with an aste-
risk ( * ) , those you considered medi-
ocre with a check ( v ) , and those you
found boring or unworthwhile with
a zero (0).
Too limp for either humor or anger
he shook his head. The glasses stared
back at him, as empty and inhuman
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as the personnel people who had fur-
nished him with forms. He'd begun
honestly, forcing his mind back over
the years to recall names and dates,
reasons for quitting, nature of work
performed, awards and commenda-
tions. He mentally conceded Jet-Air,
Incorporated the right to that knowl-
edge, since they were hiring him.
But not this. Not the right to evalu-
ate his morality and his thoughts.
The question forced him into false-
hood—he wrote down Methodist, de-
spite his aversion toward the church
his parents had attended, and
scratched a check in the space "occa-
sionally, on social occasions only"
after "Do you drink?"
Why do they have to know?
As a last futile gash of rebellion,
he struck his signature through the
bottom half of the final page, ignor-
ing instructions to the contrary. Then
he carried it through a cordon of
women into the office of Mr. Charles
Bolger, Assistant Personnel Manager.
"Ah, Mister Darker, I've been anx-
ious to talk to you again."
Charles Bolger was a little dark-
skinned man with a tiny moustache
and limpid brown eyes. With alert
poise he popped around the desk and
clasped Al's numb fingers in a quick
handshake. "Here, here, sit down."
He took Al's forms, offered him a
cigarette, and flicked through a
memo pad on his desk. "Have you
taken your physical examination
yet?" he asked.
"No."
Bolger extracted an automatic pen-
cil from his suitcoat pocket and made
a notation on the pad. "At nine-fif-
teen in the morning, then. The dis-
pensary is in the north building. And
you can take your verifier in the
afternoon."
"Verifier?"
Bolger smiled. "Polygraph. You
know, lie detector," he said softly,
"but the colloquialism has such po-
lice-method connotations we prefer
our own term."
"Am I—"
"Don't be alarmed." Bolger picked
at his moustache with neatly mani-
cured fingertips. "Quite a few peo-
ple are startled when first confronted
by the idea, but it's proven an ex-
tremely worthwhile method for test-
ing. We deal almost exclusively with
government contracts—often the work
is highly classified. Through the, ah,
lie-detector, we are able to avoid hir-
ing security risks—you know, sub-
versive backgrounds, emotional in-
stability, any type of criminal or de-
linquent background
—
"
Far back, in the cavern behind his
eyes, Al felt himself go numb. "De-
linquent background"? he repeated,
his glance retreating from Bolger's
enthusiasm. Like reading The Mani-
festo? Living with Conchita? What
else—?
"I think you would be surprised
how efficiently we've been able to ap-
ply the great technological advances
of the past two decades to such
fields as administration and person-
nel." Flickers of silver reflected from
the little man's smile as he slid out
of his chair and came around the
desk to face Al. "Come, I'll take you
on a short tour. I think you'll find
it interesting."
In the white sound-proofed corri-
dors life and Jet-Air seemed synony-
mous; he alone was out of place, an
unindoctrinated rebel whose mind
had not yet been wave-lengthed to
the muted Muzak siphoning through
the ceiling pores.
"In here."
The low, spacious room hummed
with the insistent conversations of
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rows of computer machines. Men and
girls in long smocks uniformly de-
fined by Jet-Air, Inc. across their
shoulders moved lackadaisically
among the electronic mass.
"Come."
Al jerked away, startled by Bol-
ger's hand on his elbow. The person-
nel man smiled. "Let me explain,"
he said, leading Al toward a battery
of machines tended by a young man
with a round, boyish pout. "Excuse
me," Bolger asked the operator. "Is
this, ah, wired for, ah, employee ef-
ficiency prediction?"
The young man nodded.
"Mister Darker here
—
" Bolger
snapped a quick smile toward Al
—
"is a prospective new employee.
Could I, ah, you—set an example
cycle?"
With a glare of hurt annoyance,
the operator consented, flicking a cur-
rent and extracting a small perfo-
rated card from a chrome-rimmed
slot above a long panel of tiny metal
chutes. Bolger grabbed it eagerly.
"In the corner," he explained, "is
a code number— much like a service
serial number—by which the person
whose history is on this card is iden-
tified. This card was made on a spe-
cial translating apparatus
—
" he
waved grandiloquently toward anoth-
er part of the room "—which, elec-
tronically, transcribes, the, ah, lie de-
tector charts into terms
—
" he pointed
at the rows of perforations "—which
the, ha-ha, machine, here, under-
stands." He stopped, inspecting the
card.
"Now, everything we could possibly
need to know about the individual is
on this card—plus, dovetailed per-
fectly with it, the lie detector's eval-
uation of his answers. Depending on
the way we set this evaluator, we can
—well, place him where his abilities
will best be utilized. Or determine,
with very little doubt, how he will
react to his co-workers generally or,
by having the evaluator compare his
card with that of another person, pre-
dict how he will get along with any
specific individual, a foreman, for
example."
His dark moustached face alight
with in-turned ecstasy, Bolger gig-
gled. "We can even predict exactly
what his future with the company is
likely to be, or whether his marriage
is likely to remain permanent. We
know—with very little left to chance
—how long he will stay with us,
how much money he will earn, and
probably how he will spend it. It's
wonderful. Really wonderful. Mister
Darker, the horizons we've reached.
Wonderful and unbelievable all that
these machines can do."
The hot dry earth exuded a plea
for dampness. Al parked the ancient
pickup off the road, just around the
curve from the bridge, and climbed
through ragged barbed wire that
once had protected the lemon grove
from intruders. Apparently the thor-
ny old trees were no longer irrigated
;
their waxy leaves were coated with a
fine yellow film, and the trunks were
a tangle of unproductive new shoots
and broken branches.
Only a muddy trickle connected
the pools of water standing in the
creek bed. In winter, a rich brown
flood surged through these banks,
depositing tons of silt into the deeper
Sacramento, but in July nothing of
its strength remained. Al walked be-
side it to the shade of the bridge.
In the quiet, dank heat he sat, hands
clasping his knees, ears alert to the
sounds on the roadway above him.
Jet bombers, flying too high to
be seen, streaked the sky with long
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white scars. But, closer, a different
presence fought the lonely grandeur
of the plane's nihilism. Green and
orange dragon flies twitched through
long grass tassels. Wasps, gnats,
grasshoppers, and butterflies—un-
seen at first because his eyes were
focused for greater distance—plaited
the bridge's shadows with color and
activity. On the bank opposite, Al
identified seven kinds of wild flow-
ers and watched a scrawny kitten
awkwardly stalk fat, nervous spar-
rows playing games among wand-
like rain weeds.
Finally, when his breathing was
deep and regular again and his
nerves calmed, he climbed through
the grass and lemon grove to his
car. The back of his mind still burned
with nightmare memories of a visit to
a chamber of horrors—the bright
sterile rooms of Jet-Air. He felt like
the last survivor from a world de-
stroyed by mathematics and science;
he had escaped in time—the card
upon which his number was written
still was blank.
For Cap Petherbridge the first
shocks of pain and stiffness were less
frightening than the empty realiza-
tion that had followed his return to
consciousness. Money mattered; he
didn't. The bandages and plaster and
metal scaffolding that held his back
straight and leg aloft would keep him
away from the yard until spring. The
company would only make compen-
sation for his regular wages, not for
the overtime he was going to lose.
And he needed that—not to stay out
of debt, just to keep the same deep-
ness in.
Someone had called his wife. They
said she would come down as soon
as his boy, Clete, came in with the
car.
He didn't care. He didn't espe-
cially want to see her. There was
nothing she could do except worry
and make him feel worse. But he
hoped some men would come by
—Bobby and Dale, from his crew,
or Elston, perhaps. Men whose hearty
idle chatter would bring back young-
er times, when work and women and
politics were still adventures, when
just being alive was enough to give
a meaning to existence.
"Hello, Mister Petherbridge?"
For a moment, in his squinched
sideways stare he failed to recog-
nize his visitor. Then another face,
older but identical, appeared behind
it, and Cap remembered the two
brothers with whom he'd eaten break-
fast and ridden to work that morn-
ing.
"I brought some things from your
hotel room. The clerk let me in. I
—
ah—saw what happened."
Nodding, Cap beckoned them to
chairs. They seemed ill at ease—but
on his account, not their own, as
though comfortable as trespassers but
aware of his embarrassment in fac-
ing them. Billy, his interest muted by
politeness, ran his tongue around his
mouth and examined the hoist-and-
pulleys system lifting Cap's leg. His
brother leaned against the wall.
"How do you feel?" he asked Cap.
Instinctively, Cap cursed. Then,
for a second, he closed his eyes. "It's
hell," he admitted. "I keep thinking
about the money, about not being
able to pay for what we've got, and
kids in school and all needing new^
things all the time. It's not like be-
ing single, I could starve—I could
get by, no matter what. But just food
and clothes and gas
—
"
Together the three of them nodded.
Then the older brother pulled a small
package from his pocket. "I hope
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you drink," he said matter of factly,
twisting the cap from a half-pint.
The ripples of pleasure cut clear
to Cap's groin. It was whiskey—
a
good cheap brand, the kind men
could share. He drank, thanked Al,
drank again, and passed the bottle
back. Al and Billy took swallows. For
a few minutes the three let the deli-
cate burning in their throats and
chests absorb their attentions. Then
Al passed the bottle again.
"Get the job you went in to apply
for?" Cap asked, swerving the focus
of interest away from his leg.
"No," Al said softly. Billy
coughed, choking as he started to
comment. For a moment the silence
returned, but a tenseness of activity
had intruded, spoiling it. Having
made up his mind to be proud, Al
repeated, "No, I turned it down."
For some reason the lad's quiet re-
fusal disrupted Cap's mood. "Turned
it down?" Slowly the blunt pressure
of his beliefs forced animosity into
words. "You—this should be a lesson
to you, seeing me. Laid up, losing
overtime, a man who fought thirty
years ago for a company that does-
n't want him anymore. They'd get
rid of me tomorrow! Without a cent
of compensation except what the
unions make them pay. They would!
They want to run the whole damned
thing with electric machines, instead
of men. And cut loose them that's
worked loyally—
"
Billy's face, hard and sympathetic,
struggled with emotions of under-
standing. But Al, unmindful, shook
his head.
"The railroads are finished," Cap
insisted. "There's no permanent jobs
with them anymore. They'll hire kids,
like your brother here, to get them
through until they can cut everybody
loose. Then they'll be like—like
guided missiles, with just the big-
wigs running them and fancy tech-
nical men to work on them. This
—
this here's the jet age; you got to
get in on the ground floor. That com-
pany you talked to, they're dealing
in what the future's going to be.
With them you can—
"
"No," Al repeated when Cap had
run out of breath. "You didn't see
today what I saw. Machines that
read men's minds, predict their fu-
tures. Rooms full of machines. Do
you really think it will be different?
Suppose I did go to work there
do you suppose, forty years from
now, they'll have need of me? Ma-
chines there are already more im-
portant than people. Forty years from
now—
"
Seeing pain in the old man's eyes,
Al let his voice trail off. The silence
was thickened by the grunts of their
breathing, as each, uncommunally,
sloughed backwards into thought. Al
uncapped the whiskey again; the old
man reached for it gratefully and
shivered as he drank.
"Yes," he admitted absentminded-
ly, "you're right. Forty years from
now—" But the concept was beyond
his comprehension, and he slid away,
unable to picture anything that far
into a complicated future. His had
been a different life and was ended
now; he was too old to relinquish his
ideals, "But what else can a man
do?"
His gaze, hardened by knowledge
and experience, peered past them into
an earlier question. Mexico. Siestas.
Women. For a moment, blind, he
imagined having his life to live over
again. Then his huge plaster leg and
the two youthful faces filtered back
into view. He knew he would still
choose the work and unioneering and
pinochle games, not because they
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were better but because he was born
to be who he was.
"Well," Billy said, "we'd better
go." Down the hallway the hurried
tread of heavy shoes and men's voices
asking for Cap Petherbridge. "Which
room's he in, please," presaged a
yard crew's arrival.
Al put away the bottle and nodded.
"Yeah," he said, turning toward Cap,
"so long."
"Wait!"
With a moan the old man wrenched
sideways, trying to fling himself out
of his cast. But the apparatus thrust
him back; before he could continue,
the room was full of people. Half a
dozen men, the smells of beer and
lye soap and disinfectant and whis-
key, a nurse's shrill demands, and
the hearty laughter of those disobey-
ing collided and mingled in the small
space.
"What—what is it?" Al finally
managed to shout.
"Nothing," Cap Petherbridge mut-
tered, turning away and closing his
eyes. "I just wanted to say thanks, for
the stuff from the hotel."
The hospital squatted in the center
of the residential section, a low bun-
galow-like building surrounded by
miniature cedars and tiny flower-
beds. The trees ceremoniously guard-
ing the two-story frame houses
around it brought the horizon in
close, preventing a glimpse of the
wooded foothills west of the town.
The two brothers paused, squint-
ing into the glare. For a moment
neither of them spoke; in their si-
lent, knowing way they extended their
feelings toward each other, as though
trying to eliminate the necessity for
words. Billy had not chided Al or
questioned him about the interview;
Al had described the fantastic ma-
chines, and Billy, nodding, had lis-
tened, fascinated with the possibili-
ties of all they could do. Without be-
ing able to understand his brother's
revulsion—or even being able to
agree that turning down the chance
was not a mistake—Billy felt a bond
with Al's confidence, with the angry
inner self that made him believe.
"I'm going to Citrus Heights. I
want to see Harry and take a look at
the car. Want to come along?"
Al extended his hand along the
porch railing, watching the small
muscles move as he flexed his fin-
gers. He liked the car and had helped
Billy build it. Its smooth, radiant ef-
ficiency startled his admiration when
he saw them together, Billy thorough
and competent, the car responding
fluidly, more personal than any ani-
mal could be. Al had driven it once
and felt awkward and overpowered
—
it was Billy's car, alone, a part of his
personality.
"No, no, I don't want to tonight."
Again, as they started down the walk
together, he squinted into the glare,
the glimmering white embroidery
that the sun hemmed to everjthing
metal. "I'll walk back. I want to re-
lax for a while."
He waved good-bye to Billy from
the curb and followed the sidewalk
through deserted subdivision streets.
As he approached the switchyard,
the dull, buffeting thunder of collid-
ing boxcars overbalanced the still-
ness. On the overpass above the free-
way, he paused; to his left, spreading
wider and wider, the huge open fan
of the switchyards pushed against the
yellow dust of the horizon. Farther
away, flat metallic roofs gleaming
in the sunlight, Jet-Air's geometric
designs lay in brilliance against the
horizon. Si2;hino:, he continued along
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the walkway and descended into the the railway sounds were muted, and
subdivision on the other side. the sky was too far away for screams
Two children were playing in a of its transgressors to be heard. In
yard. The house beyond was dark; a few minutes the town would turn
through a window Al could see a tele- away from the sun and plunge into
vision screen reflect a bitter artificial night. And, except for machines, he
glare. How quiet a town can be. Even would be alone.
Request
• William Sayres
What's that, my friend? You'd like to give them back?
You haven't had them long, you know. Of course
They're yours to want or not to want. We lack
No sympathy for those we serve. Remorse,
You understand, must come from you, not us.
You chose them, sir, yourself. But we can show
Compassion, and accept your little fuss
As worthy of you. So, my friend, although
You wrongly blame us, let your noises out.
And list the turns you took, the ones you've come
To wish retraced. A scent, a sight, a doubt
Put down, a touch, a careful smile that some
Men might find cold—just these, you say, led to
A house with rooms that soon were cells. You don't
Like cells? A shame. So many do. But you
Would start again: no cells for you. We won't
Say no. Give up your cells. You're free to take
The turns you want. You don't believe us? So.
We thought you wouldn't. Ask us, then, to make
You stay. That's all you really want, you know.
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